Teaching for Artistic Behavior

Resources

Books

Engaging Learners through Artmaking (Douglas & Jaquith, 2009)

- Available at Amazon for purchase

The Learner-Directed Classroom (Jaquith & Hathaway, 2012)

- Facebook page for more information
- Available at Teachers College Press, for purchase
- Available at Amazon for purchase

Choice Without Chaos,Interactive eBook with Videos (Bedrick, 2012)

- Available on the iBookstore for purchase for iPads or Macs with Mavericks
- Adapted for Kindle available for purchase at Amazon for all kindle devices including computers and smartphones with the free kindle app

Sticks: Building Ideas and Self-Confidence in the Montessori Elementary Art Room (Sesto, 2013)

- Developmental stages of sculpture

NAEA Articles

Used with permission of the National Art Education Association.

Smoke and Mirrors: Art Teacher as Magician by Nan E. Hathaway © 2013.

When is Creativity? by Diane Jaquith © 2011.
Arts & Activities Magazine: Bi-Monthly Column and Other Articles

Used with permission of Arts and Activities Magazine.

The Scribble Stage by Katherine Douglas © September 2012.

Visit to a Choice-Based Art Classroom by Katherine Douglas © November 2012.

What is a Center? by Nan E. Hathaway © January 2013.

Art History from the Inside Out by Nan E. Hathaway © March 2013.

This is not Art, It’s Engineering! by Diane Jaquith © May 2013.

Beginnings and Endings in the Choice Studio by Katherine Douglas © October 2013.

Forum, Thoughts to Share: Boost Creativity and Innovation by Nan E. Hathaway © November 2013.

THE HOME-SCHOOL CONNECTION by Julie Toole © December 2013.

A QUESTION OF CLAY by Nan Hathaway © February 2014.

Talking with Your Administrator About Choice-Based Art by Julie Toole © September 2014.

The Five Minute Demo by Anne Bedrick © November 2014.

Assessing in a Choice-Based Classroom by Dale Zalmstra © January 2015.

When the Cupboard is Bare by Katherine Douglas © April 2015.

The Attachment Test by Diane Jaquith © May 2015.

Articles in Other Publications

Used with permission.

Group Forums

**TAB-ChoiceArtEd Yahoo Group**

This vibrant, online art education listserv provides an active Internet community created by the TAB professional organization. Register at this site to share messages, read archived posts, view photos and lesson plans.

**Teaching for Artistic Behavior on Facebook**

This Facebook page contains frequent updates on TAB activities and quotes from leading authors, researchers, and educators about learner-directed curriculum.

- Northeast TAB Teachers on FaceBook
- Southeast TAB Teachers on FaceBook
- Midwest TAB Teachers on FaceBook
- West Coast TAB-Choice Educators
- TAB High School
- Assessment and Accountability in TAB
- TAB Room Design
- Play-Based Art Teaching

**Additional Resources**

**TAB Teacher Blogs**

- Studio-Learning (Nan Hathaway)
- Transition to Choice Based Art Education (Clyde Gaw)
- Self-Directed Art (Diane Jaquith)
- choosingchoice@blogspot.com (Julie Toole)
- http://www.artofapex.com/ (Ian Sands)
http://artofapexportal.weebly.com/ (Apex Art High School Choice Portal)
http://purteeart1.weebly.com/ (Melissa Purtee)
http://www.artechtivity.com/category/teaching-for-artistic-behavior/ (Cynthia Gaub)

Evergreen Art
Art at the Center
Elmwood's Art Studio (Bonnie Muir Gaus)
Choice Art at Bountiful Elementary
FrancifulartsMarvin Bartel
http://www.openartroom.com/about.html

Videos
CLASSROOM VIDEOS by Anne Bedrick
THE SHIPYARD VIDEO by Katherine Douglas
HIGH SCHOOL CHAT
ATTACHMENT TEST by Diane Jaquith

Twitter
@twoducks #TABchoice #TABchat

Book Club
TAB Book Club

Slide Share
TAB Slideshare (Katherine Douglas)
Kindergarten Modifications (Anne Bedrick)
TAB 101 (Lisa Van Plew-Cid)
How I TAB (Reeves)

Pinterest

Clyde Gaw
Anne Bedrick
Julie Toole
Katherine Douglas

Association for Constructivist Teaching

https://sites.google.com/site/assocforconstructteaching

http://constructivistblog.wordpress.com